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‘Freight Forwarding / Logistics through innovation, dedication and technology’

Standing as a professional logistics provider Perfect Cargos works with the 
vision of providing services through innovative logistics solutions, using the 
latest technology and with complete dedication.  To accomplish this vision, 
the devoted PCS team and global network are our key means.

The dedication of PCS team is what makes us.  We have a professional, dedicated 
and experienced team of experts who strives to meet the requirements of 
the customers and to offer services that are tailor made to match their needs. 
Equipped with state-of-the-art facilities, we offer comprehensive and cost 
effective services with accuracy and flexibility.

We work in true collaboration with global carriers and airlines enabling us to 
offer efficient and reliable services with competitive rates. With our devoted 
team of professionals we ensure a plethora of services available in convenient 
package for our valued customers in this highly competitive and fast moving 
world.

“Let us take the weight off your shoulders”

Noby Cherian

Perfect Cargo Services is a reliable freight forwarding company 
specialized in freight forwarding, custom clearance, warehousing 
and all the related activities. Located in ABU DHABI, UAE, we are 
one of the best in providing end to end logistics, warehousing 
and distribution solutions to clients who are in the import-export 
business. 

Perfect Cargo Services always ‘sees a race against the clock with 
logistics’.  We see how we get the cargo on the vessel that best 
suits our customer’s needs, hassle free, safe and at the most 
competent rates.

Since inception, Perfect Cargo Service has grown to establish a 
niche in the highly competitive shipping industry. Empowered by 
a highly experienced and committed team of professionals, we 
constantly work towards achieving customer satisfaction. Safety 
of the cargo is given utmost importance and prompt delivery 
schedules are maintained at all times. Equipped with state-of-the-
art facilities and abreast of the needs of the trading community, we 
keep ourselves ready for all challenges. Our strategic association 
with various agencies and service providers adds to the smooth 
ride of our cargos.

Message from
Managing Director
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To be a logistics service provider 
that delivers integrated and 
innovative logistics solutions to 
ensure customer satisfaction.

To provide tailor made services 
to the clients and be a value 
added business partner.

Our 
Vision

Our 
Mission



…and we know it inside and out. 

A provider of global integrated logistics services, 
we combine our strengths in sea, air and road 
with best customs clearance and warehousing 
capabilities to maximize your productivity and keep 
your cost to minimum. 

Perfect Cargo Services not merely gets your 
shipment at your destination but also help your 
company realize its international shipping potential 
through personalized service, through attention 
to detail, and a creative and knowledge driven 
approach to finding solutions.

This is what we do...
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Your logistics needs are at the heart of our business, whether 
you need to move your most complex cargo across continents, 
or even the smallest of consignments, PERFECT CARGO 
SERVICES is for you.

With an extensive global network, service routes and key 
gateways, supported by our close carrier relationships, we 
deliver on-time shipments. With a team of industry experts 
specialized in Air Cargo Services we can offer the best services 
at competitive prices.

Our experts understand the time sensitive nature of air 
shipments and ensure excellent co-ordination between the 
documentation department and the clearance department 
for the smooth movement of the cargos.  Our customer’s 
shipments are personally monitored all the way through to the 
destination.

Air-Freight Services:
• Air freight import and export
• Sea/Air and Air/Air shipments
• Air chartering - Split and full charter
• Air consolidation services
• Hazardous and perishable cargo handling
• Door-to-door services/ port-to-port/ door-to-port

Sea-Freight Services:
• FCL and LCL Export & Import
• Cross trade
• Transportation of empty/loaded containers, cargo vehicles
• Services in hospitality, auto & exhibition cargo logistics
• Break-bulk and oversized cargo loading solutions
• Non-containerised load/special equipment
• Combined air-and sea freight services
• Port & customs clearance and documentation handling
• Customs brokerage services
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AIR FREIGHT

PCS is well-versed in the consolidation of small quantity cargo and 
container loading. This expertise combined with our skilled and 
experienced staff allows us to give each shipment the full attention it 
requires, and transport client cargo cost-effectively.

PCS monitors the clients cargo at all times, allowing our staff to prepare 
and complete the necessary documentation in time for the ship's arrival 
or departure.

However, our work does not end with the arrangement of the inland and 
overseas transportation of freight and issuing the required bill of lading. 
We design route plans that are both convenient and make economic sense 
and our network of agents see to it that cargo clearance at respective 
ports is smooth and trouble free.

SEA FREIGHT



ROAD FREIGHT

Perfect Cargo Services also specializes in Road Freight.  
We deliver full-service solution to cover all of your land 
cargo transport and logistics needs.  To best support 
our customer’s ever changing logistics needs we are 
continuously evolving our own transportations systems. 

We provide shortest transit time from the shipper’s facility 
to the consolidation point. All the consignments are closely 
monitored from start to finish and ensure that they reach 
the right address at the right time. This has enabled us to 
become one of the most sought-after freight companies.

From departures to door-to-door delivery, we offer a 
comprehensive, highly dependable platform that functions 
smoothly with utmost efficiency and speed. 
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We understand that warehousing is a key element of the supply 
chain and it primarily aims to control all the movement and 
storages. PCS offer secure warehousing facilities at strategic 
locations.

PCS is well equipped with fully automated warehouse for 
consolidating and holding shipments and bulk goods, short and 
long term under the care of a logistics control and inventory 
management team. An efficient Warehouse management 
gives a cutting edge to retail chain distribution.  Our team with 
excellent experience in warehousing provide a hassle-free 
service.  We at PCS identifies the customer needs and provide 
them ample warehousing space and enable them to effectively 
manage their inventory without being constrained by limited 
space at their facility.  

PCS warehouse facilities also enables our international clients 
to store their valuable commodities cost effective, until needed 
by their domestic clients and thereby avoiding the long delays 
in deliveries.

WAREHOUSING & 
DISTRIBUTION

Road-Freight Services:
• Heavy, over length cargo and large 
single shipments.
• Cross Border Transportation across GCC 
Countries including customs clearance
• Domestic transportation within UAE
• Full Truck load & LTL Shipments
• Own and outsourced fleet of trucks
• Container transport
• Parcel Shipments
• Accurate Freight Tracking

Logistics Services:
• Flexible Storage Solutions 
• Stock control & Inventory Management
• Cross—docking and trans-loading
• Bonded, Refrigerating Storage Warehouses
• Load building & Tailor-made service
• Processing Free Zone customs importation



Customers are the life line of any business, we strive 
towards strengthening our customer relationships and 
developing new ones.  We have earned the trust and 
goodwill of our big clientele spread across the nation with 
our rich and vast experience in freight forwarding / logistic 
support, and quality service. By integrating our expertise 
in cargo forwarding and other related matters including 
custom clearance and documentation, we save our clients 
a lot of time, energy and of course cost. Most importantly, 
we give our clients peace of mind and value for money.

We also highly value the feedback from our customers and 
they are accepted graciously and positively to enhance our 
performance. 

CUSTOM CLEARANCE

Customs Clearance is a very sensitive issue for most of the 
Importers and Exporters, which needs to be taken care 
by experienced professionals in this field.  With years of 
experience, we are quite good at handling the cumbersome 
matters of customs clearance and documentation and 
dealing with other regulatory and enforcement authorities.  
Over the years, we have built a good association with these 
regulatory authorities and our team comprises of experts 
on the rules and regulations.  

Moreover, we have located our operating staff at company 
owned import-export cargo handling facilities in major 
ports and air ports in UAE. PCS have the core strengths for 
handling documentations, procurement and processing in 
various fields, resulting, savings in undue cost and timely 
delivery after smooth clearance.
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OUR CLIENTS' SATISFACTION

Custom Clearance Services:
• Custom Documentation
• Bonding / Ex-Bonding of Consignments
• Carting / Receiving goods
• Customs Clearance under High Seas Sales
• Re-Export / Re-Import Customs Clearance
• Examination of shipment
• Handling of stuffing and De-stuffing at ports
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PROJECTS WE HANDLED
Burj Khalifa

ADNEC - The Capital Gate Four Seasons Hotel - Bahrain Bay

Cleveland Clinic, Abu Dhabi

Baku Int. Airport - Presidential Terminal Mamsha Al Saadiyat - Phase I

Abu Dhabi International Airport - MTB - External Ansam Development - Phase 1

Aldar Headquarters Abu Dhabi Tnt. Airport - Midfield Terminal Complex

Baku Convention Center

Singapore Sports Hub Louvre Abu Dhabi

Abu Dhabi International Airport - MTB - Internal Sheikh Zayed Grand Mosque (New Visitors Center & Plaza)



ABU DHABI:

P.O. Box: 45791, Abu Dhabi U.A.E 
Tel: +971 2 6324 022 Fax: +971 2 6322 941
Email: nobycherian@perfectcargos.com

DUBAI:

P.O. Box: 2806, Dubai, UAE
Tel : +971 4 2253 355 
Fax : +971 4 2277 020

www.perfectcargos.com


